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Abstract 

Honeypot is a network environment used to protect the legitimate network resources from 

attacks. Honeypot creates an environment that impresses attackers to inject their activities to 

steal resources. This is a way to detect the attacks by doing attack detection procedures. In this 

work, Denial of Service (DoS) attacks are effectively detected by proposed honeypot system. 

Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) methods evolve in many areas to build 

intelligent decision making systems. This work uses DL approaches and secures event validation 

procedures for finding predicting DoS attacks. The proposed system called Deep Adaptive 

Reinforcement Learning for Honeypots (DARLH) is implemented to monitor internal and 

external DoS attacks. In the honeypot environment, the proposed DARLH system implements 

DARL based IDS (Intrusion Detection System) agents and Deep Recurrent Neural Network 

(DRNN) based IDS agents for monitoring multiple runtime DoS attacks. These techniques 

support for dynamic IDS against DoS attack. In addition, the DARLH creates protected poison 

distribution and server side supervision system for keeping the monitoring events legitimate. 

This work is implemented and performance is evaluated. The results are compared with existing 
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systems like GNBH, BCH and RNSG. In this comparison, the proposed system provides 5% to 

10% better results than other systems. 

Keywords: Honeypot, DoS, DL techniques, IDS and event tracking 

1. Introduction 

Honeypot is a secure machine or a collection of machines to appeal invaders into it. Honeypot 

systems are the part of any enterprise networks but deployed as independent blocks. These 

systems are having a portion of data in any machine to attract the attackers to start their hacking 

activities. Honeypot machines monitor the activities injected by an attacker or any intruder 

continuously. Honeypot systems maintain sufficient number of hardware and software resources 

to execute the attack monitoring activities. Also, the systems contain the huge active and passive 

attacker datasets [1-3].  

Notably, honeypot creates a duplicate and isolated network to validate the external traffics. 

This helps to improve the security of main network. Honeypot helps to implement well defined 

Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS). This honeypot based NIDS implementation can be 

deployed centrally or distributed manner. Many related research works put their effort in 

honeypot based IDS to detect various attacks. Among the attacks, DoS is a serious active 

network attack to dump the network functions. The recent researches developed IDS against DoS 

using rule based classification techniques, Support Vector Machines (SVM) and other Machine 

Learning (ML) techniques.  

The techniques with sufficient level of trained dataset provide additional intelligence to 

honeypot systems. This improves attack detection rate. Though, the existing techniques provide 

good support to honeypot, they lack in complex activity validations. 
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At the vulnerable point, an intelligent attacker can execute several decent cryptanalysis 

techniques and compromised activities. The changes inside the network may not be monitored by 

this ML based honeypots.  

This is taken as research problem which motivates the proposed system to develop Deep RL 

engines to build bidirectional honeypots. This RL enabled bidirectional honeypots monitor both 

internal and external attackers. In this regard, these honeypot systems are implemented in Virtual 

Local Area Network (VLAN) which seems to be a directly connected physical LAN. This 

provides all types of data that looks like legitimate to both internal and external users. By this 

trap, the proposed honeypot protect the strong security layer between the data and the attackers.  

The proposed DARLH system contributes protected honey pot implementation against DoS 

attacks. This DARLH system monitors both internal and external attacks using multi-level DL 

techniques. It uses protected poison distribution for event management system. In addition, it 

extends the contribution to implement, event distribution and supervision practices and DARLH 

models (Level-1 and Level-2) creation. In Level-1, the proposed DARLH system creates secure 

deep RL networks for monitoring both events and clients. In the next level, the system creates 

DRNN and DARL IDS agent integration modules for effective runtime attack detections. For 

DoS attack scenario, this work used KDD dataset (Knowledge Data Discovery) patterns [4][5].  

This article is organized as follow from related works. The rest of the sections cover 

proposed system architecture, technical implementations, event distribution models and DoS 

monitoring models. The section 4 elaborates implementation details and the results produced for 

proposed system’ evaluations.  
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2. Related Works 

Honepot implementation and security provisioning in any enterprise network play major role in 

any enterprise network systems. Even though many attack detection procedures emerge around 

the world, the DL based honeypot implementation is really needful to construct dynamic 

Network IDS (NIDS). Attacks inject various attacks can be injected to harm network 

performance. The attackers are the users those who steal or harm the resources. The attacks such 

as DoS, Spoofing, Wormhole, Black hole, identity theft are known as serious attacks in network 

world. Among the attacks, DoS is a type of active attack which degrades overall network 

performance. 

Many research works contributed on DoS detection procedures and honeypot security 

schemes. They delivered various designs and implementation setups on detecting DoS in 

different network natures.  Bingham et al. [6] proposed automated honeypot system for 

providing security features. This work concentrated on automated network administration 

strategies in honeypot and honey net environment. The system consisted of multiple LANs and 

resources with several attackers. The attacker events and real-time activities of this honeypot unit 

were monitored by systematic procedures. This work gave base level automated functions in 

honeypot scenario without making any ML or DL systems. 

In the same manner, Negi et al. [7] discussed IDS and Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) 

implementations for cloud based honeypot systems. This system mainly focused on malicious 

activities and malicious users in cloud honeypot environment. Besides this research work 

implemented new type of honeypot system that diverts malicious attacks thorough different 

isolated path. However this work was not more active against runtime attacks and it had lack of 

deep attack analysis techniques. 
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Banday et al. [8] proposed captcha and timestamp based honeypot security techniques. Tis 

work completely talked about text based security provisions for protecting honeypots. This work 

uses data mining and data processing techniques to evaluate temporal data features. On the way, 

Ormazabal et al. [9] implemented finger print evaluation schemes for detecting DoS attacks in 

network. This finger print detection techniques were evaluated using image processing 

procedures for identifying malicious activities. Both techniques worked perfectly in attack 

detection but with conventional properties.  

Shrivastava et al. [10] and Shi et al. [11] concentrated on DoS attacks honeypot systems. The 

first work used game theory and Naïve Bayes techniques for detecting DoS attacks at runtime. 

This system used ML logics in finding DoS using training sets. This work used basic ML 

techniques not DL approaches. The second work proposed block chain based DoS attack 

detection in honeypot systems. This techniques was executed for distributed network 

environments. This gave effective performance in terms of security. Yet, the technique is not 

suitable for more active or centralized systems.  

Kaur et al. [12] proposed DRNN based signature generation procedures for finding attacks in 

honeypots. As DRNN is an effective DNN, it creates more complex signatures for all events 

raised in honeypots. At the same time, this wok implemented DRNN for signature generation 

procedures only. This DRNN could be extended for monitoring the events and attacks. Several 

techniques provided well defined ML and DL based attack detection procedures in honeypot 

systems. Yet they assumed that the internal events are legitimate. This leads to internal attacks in 

honeypots. Particularly, internal DoS attacks are complicated to be identified and isolated. 

Khan et al. [13] proposed multi-level botnet detection techniques using ML classifiers such 

as Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine and Self Organizing Maps. This work evaluated 
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network domains, web events and the conversations of network elements. Rao et al. [14] and 

Sharma et al. [15] discusses various security techniques and DoS types. These works delivered 

vast network principles, attack problems, cybercrimes in cloud based systems. In addition, both 

works provided useful information about attack nature and motives at various vulnerable points 

of the network. The information gathered from these works were really useful for designing 

proposed DARLH system. 

Huang et al. [16] designed the proposed system using RL based IDS. This system proposed 

adaptive honeypot principles using RL and markov process structures. This gave more cost 

effective honeypot management system in terms of Quality of Service (QoS). However this work 

dealt with QoS factors not with security credentials. At the same time, this system used ML 

approached not DL methodologies. In relation with DoS attack, Kotey et al. [17] clarifies various 

attack schemes and procedures that affect network resources. 

From the vast analysis of related research work, the proposed system finds the lack of DL 

adaptations in runtime DoS detection.  

The proposed DARLH system solves the issues and complexities in DL based honeypot 

security system. The next section describes the proposed DARLH system details.  

3. DARLH System 

The Proposed ARLH system is designed and implemented to monitor both internal and external 

attackers. The attackers may inject DoS attack into any system deployed in honeypot 

environment. This environment has one or more monitoring resources (Servers and Clients) 

which are enabled with active IDS agent. The IDS agent running inside the monitoring resources 

scrutinize each and every network activities (traffics). The proposed DARLH contains following 

technical aspects for building more reactive honeypots. 
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• Secure Honeypot Traffic Distribution Model 

• Server Distribution and Supervising Model 

• Honeypot with DARLH Level-1 Model 

• Honeypot with DARLH Level-2 Model 

Secure honeypot traffic model helps to distribute the events from server to parallel clients. 

Clients monitor the events and send reports to server. Server supervising model is used to 

monitor client’s activities.  DARLH Level-1 and DARLH Level-2 models are implemented for 

doing DoS attack detection activities using DARL and DRNN IDS agents. 

3.1 Secure Honeypot Traffic Distribution Model 

A proposed honeypot traffic model is implemented for building traffic collection methodology. 

Honeypot environment contains database server, a database, communication devices (switches 

and routers) and monitoring nodes. The monitoring nodes are the collection of servers and client 

machines. Client monitoring machines run their IDS agent unit to monitor the activities injected 

from any side of network. The IDS agent has been equipped with the proposed DARLH 

procedures. The attacker database attached with each client machine independently to do attacker 

identification. The reports and alert messages are delivered from client machines to servers. 

The monitoring servers evaluate the reports delivered from various monitoring nodes. The 

servers in honey pot are implemented with Supervised IDS agents. This agent monitors the 

activities of client machines and the attack reports. In addition, the network traffic is injected in 

to honey pot queues through servers [18, 19]. Then the server distributes the network traffics 

among clients connected to it. The honeypot traffic model follows authentic poison distribution 

model and protected queuing model. 
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Definition1: A Honeypot, H (P) containsnsimilarmonitoring servers and mclient machines. In 

this system, n servers collect the network events at the rate, Te and generate attack reports at the 

rate, Rμ. At time τ, the monitoring resources of honeypot are utilized by the events at the rate, Ui. 
As the client machines are connected to servers, Uiimplies the aggregated utilization rate. 

Equation (1) and (2) illustrate traffic models and utilization factors respectively.  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 =
𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅𝜇𝜇 𝑛𝑛                                                                                               (1) 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 = 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 + 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖                                                                          (2) 

Ui-Honeypot utilization factor 

Te-Average traffic rate at honeypot event queues 

Rμ-Average response rate of each server 

n- Total number of monitoring servers 

Si-Utilization factor of honeypot server 

Ci-Utilization factor of honeypot client machines   𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 = 𝐶𝐶1 + 𝐶𝐶2 + ⋯… . . +𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛                                       (3) 

Equation (3) denotes the individual utilization rate of honeypot clients. In each client machine, 

traffic queues are available to get the network events continuously. There are two types of events 

queue simple mented inside each machine. This queue setup is common to servers and client 

machines. The types of queues are given below. 

• Internal Traffic Queues 

• External Traffic Queues 

In each server traffic queue (internal or external), 𝑒𝑒 𝑋𝑋 𝑛𝑛traffic events wait for server response. At 

the same time, server distributes the traffic events to the client machines. In each client traffic 

queue (internal or external), 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑋𝑋 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 traffic events wait for the completion of monitoring process. 
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𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 denotes the client machine identifiers. 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 illustrates the distributed network events to each 

client machine in honeypot. 

Let take on𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, the number of internal and external traffic queues in each client 

machine respectively.. Then the number of internal and external traffic queues in each 

monitoring server are 𝑄𝑄𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 𝑄𝑄𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒 respectively. In this case, 𝑄𝑄𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒 ≫ 𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 and 𝑄𝑄𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒 ≫ 𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. Now, 

the honeypot traffic arrival and distribution models are given in equation (4). The honeypot 

poison model is determined as follow. 𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃 = 𝑒𝑒−𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒 (𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒)𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛!
± 𝑏𝑏                                                                                                (4) 𝑙𝑙-Total number of traffic event arrivals 𝑏𝑏-Event behavior factor 

The poison model used for honeypot traffic distribution uses secure procedures which are 

incorporated in IDS agent modules. Algorithm 1 describes the credentials based poison 

distribution. In this technique, the events and the sources are validated before the event 

distribution. This kind of validation is completed at honeypot monitoring servers.  

Algorithm 1: Honeypot Traffic Handling Using Authentic Poison Distribution  

Input: Traffic Events (Internal and External) 

Output: Received Events at Client Queues  

Begin 

Step 1: Get events, REQ (eID, eRID, SID) 

 eID-Event identifier, eRID- Event Request Identifier, SID-Event source credentials 

Step 2: Execute the procedure,HPfor all valid events 

Step 3: Repeat HPfor all QSIand QSE 

End  
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In this honeypot circumstance, the servers and clients maintain multiple parallel; queues. The 

queuing processes are defined by honeypot multi-system queuing model, M / M / n, 𝑛𝑛 > 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒. This 

is determined for all finite number of internal and external traffic events. Therefore, the queuing 

model becomes, M / M / n / ∞ / l , with the rate of (𝑒𝑒 𝑋𝑋 𝑛𝑛) at servers. At the same time, this rate 

is determined at clients as, 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑋𝑋 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖. The honeypot traffic distribution model is used to distribute 

the internal and external events into honeypot servers and clients respectively. The next section 

describes about server distribution and supervising model. 

3.2 Server Distribution and Supervising Model 

This model describes secure traffic distribution and client supervising tasks executed at server 

units. As discussed, there are 𝑛𝑛 supervising servers available for monitoring 𝑚𝑚 clients. The IDS 

enabled client machines are deployed for monitoring the events distributed from 𝑛𝑛 serers. 

Authentic poison distribution model helps to share the events among various client machines. In 

order to deliver the events to clients, the server verifies the credentials of client machines and 

other resources. 

Definition 2: A Honeypot gets continuous events from internal and external participants at 

time τi. The internal and external events are denoted as  eI and  eErespectively. The events are 

collected at multiple QSIand QSEat regular intervals. The gathered events are distributed 

to QeI and QeE. The total events delivered to each queue is  ei. Honeypot servers validate  mi 
client credentials before the event distribution process. Algorithm 2 denotes server distribution 

and supervising model procedures.  

The secret shared key communication between servers and clients is enabled using shared secret 

key, 𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾 . 𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 = 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆512(𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃|�𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃�|𝑇𝑇|�𝑁𝑁�  
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Algorithm 2: Distribution and Supervision Model 

Input:  eI and  eE 

Output: Events at  QeI and QeE 

Begin 

Step 1: Get internal and external events,  eI and  eE  at QSIand QSErespectively 

Step 2: Check for client monitoring requests, ReQ (CIP, TC, SK, CP, CT) 

 CIP-Client IP Address, TC-Client TCP credentials, SKH-Secret SHA key (512 Bits) 

  CP-Honeypot Client policy credentials and CT-Request Timestamp  

Step 3: If ReQs available in client request queues 

  Then validate ReQ for all credential 

Step 4: Server sends a request, ReQS(SIP, TS, SK, SP, ST, QA) 

SIPClient IP Address, TS-Server TCP credentials, SKH-Same Secret SHA key (512 Bits) 

  SP-Honeypot Server policy credentialsST-Request Timestamp, QA–Status 

( QeI and QeE) 

Step 5: Client gives response to server with QAstatus 

Step 6: Call HPbased on QAstatus 

Step 7: Complete the event distribution 

 i.e QSIto  QeIand QSEto QeE 

Step 8: Enable Client Supervision Mode (CSM) 

Step 9: Request the clients to put them in Promiscuous Mode (PRM) 

End  
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The CSM helps the servers to monitor their associated clients when the clients put themselves in 

open promiscuous mode for appropriate servers. Servers are attached with main attacker 

database (DoS) and client activity control system. The client activity control system validates 

each and every actions of client machines based on preconfigured rules (rule based 

classification). This helps to identify and supervise the legitimate activities of client machines. In 

addition, the server keep master DoS database (KDD Dataset) in safe zone for supervising fault 

detection rates.  

3.3 Honeypots with DARLHLevel-1Model 

DARLH system creates event driven IDS agents in each monitoring resources. This IDS agent 

functions are implemented using DARL techniques. DARL approaches are designed with the 

help of event based reward functions as shown in figure 1. 

Figure 1 illustrates DARL based IDS agent execute actions against DoS attacks injected in 

honeypot environment.  The environment provides rewards (positive or negative) for each action 

taken by IDS agent. Based on the state wise rewards provided to IDS agent, it trains itself to 

handle next action against DoS. In this figure both internal and external attackers inject DoS 

attacks into honeypot environment [17]. 

The servers located in monitoring section of honeypot distribute the events into clients as 

illustrated in Algorithm 1 and 2. In case, the attack is effectively detected, the environment 

generates positive reward to DARL IDS agent. Otherwise it generates negative notifications. 

Algorithm 3 gives DARLH level-1 functions and DARL agent activities in honeypot 

environment. In the environment, DoS monitoring system, data resources and other devices are 

deployed. 
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Figure 1: DARLH Level -2 Model 

Algorithm 3: DARLHLevel-1 Model 

Input: Events from  QeI and QeE 

Output: DARL action on DoS Events 

Begin   

Step 1: Set client at PRM and delivers,PT, the traffic port to server  

Step 2: Activate DARL agent function in each client machine,  mi 
Step 3: Determine QeI and QeEsizes with waiting events in queue. 

Step 4: Construct DNN for evaluating  eI and  eE. 

Step5: Determine internal and external event functions miIE(Q)and miEE(Q) respectively. 

miIE(Q) = Q0 (States,  eI , TS)                                                                              (6) 

 miEE(Q) = Q0 (States,  eE , TS)                                                                           (7) 

Step 6: Call procedure DoS(Data items_KDD) for all  eI and  eEon various states. 

Step 7: Do match function DARL(DoS) 

If ((miIE(Q)&&miEE(Q))==KDDDOS) 
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Then set action as “Alert” 

Else action as “Allow” 

Step 8: Compute internal and external RL action function. a, the action. 

miIA(Q) = Q0 (Action States,  eI , a, TS)                                                          (8) 

miEA(Q) = Q0 (Action States,  eE , a, TS)                                                            (9) 

Step 9: Store the deep Q values for all miIA(Q) and miEA(Q) 

Step 10: Create internal and external alert repots, ReportIA and ReportEA for all mi 
Step 11: Deliver, ReportIA and ReportEAto servers 

Step 12: Server generates rewards to each actions at different states and sends to clients. 

Step 13: Clients’ RL IDS agent receives reward, RS. 

Step 14: Train the RL IDS agent function based on received RS. 

End  

 

The DARLH agent runs in each client machine. This agent follows deep RL structure which 

has multiple layers of hidden layers and complex event analysis functions to detect DoS. In 

addition, the DoS detection results are forwarded to supervisor server units deployed in honeypot 

environment. Particularly, this deep IDS agent follows markov process for finding sequential 

observations. In this proposed DARLH system, the deep Q values are used to specify each event 

particulars. At the same time, the events are predicted using current Q values of events. As 

shown in equation (10). 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖(𝑄𝑄+1)(𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑎𝑎𝜏𝜏) = 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶(𝑄𝑄)(𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑎𝑎𝜏𝜏) + 𝛼𝛼(𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑎𝑎𝜏𝜏) × {(𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 + 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖) + 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆}            (10) 

In this equation, 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖(𝑄𝑄+1)(𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑎𝑎𝜏𝜏) predictable network events at the state 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 with an action at the 
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time 𝑎𝑎𝜏𝜏. 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶(𝑄𝑄)(𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑎𝑎𝜏𝜏) and 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆 represent current event particulars and reward respectively. In 

addition, this RL based DoS detection uses learning rate at each state, 𝛼𝛼(𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑎𝑎𝜏𝜏). 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆 = 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆(𝑄𝑄+1) ± 𝜔𝜔 − 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶(𝑄𝑄)(𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑎𝑎𝜏𝜏)                                                                     (11) 

Equations (11) and (12) describe reward functions and the action taken after getting server side 

reward. 𝜔𝜔 specifies reward variation factor. In equation (12),𝑄𝑄(𝑒𝑒)𝑂𝑂 is event action on reward and 𝜎𝜎 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖. 𝑄𝑄(𝑒𝑒)𝑂𝑂 = ∑ 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 (𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆 ± 𝜎𝜎)                                                                                   (12) 

The DARL IDS agent functions are effectively utilizing the server reward function and event 

attributes for finding DoS patterns. At the same time, this DARL has well trained DNN and deep 

Q values. However, the DARLHLevel-1 model uses only DARL IDS agent against dynamic 

DoS attacks. This leads a technical problem for more dynamic events. In order to solve this 

issue, the proposed DARLH system implements DARLHLevel-2 mechanism. 

3.4 Honeypots with DARLH Level -2 Model 

DARLH Level-2 mechanism helps to integrate both DRNN and DARL based IDS agents to 

monitor DoS attacks in honeypot. The dual DNNs are connected in a pipeline manner to 

accomplish more accurate detections. In this case, both networks are feedback structured 

networks. This dual DNN is implemented with IDS agent of honeypot system. Figure 2 depicts 

the DNN connectivity of DARLH Level -2 Model. Though DARL supports for dynamic arrival 

of network event, it lacks at more uncertain conditions. In order to solve this problem DRNN is 

required against real-time uncertainties.  

 

Figure 2: DARLH Level -2 Model 
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Algorithm 4: DARLH Level -2 Model 

Input: Events from  QeI and QeE 

Output: DARLH Level-2 action on DoS Events 

Begin   

Step 1: Call event initialization steps and functions in  QeI and QeE 

            Equations (6) and (7) 

Step 2: Call procedure DoS(Data items_KDD) for all  eI and  eEon various states. 

Step 3: Compute, Recurrent event observations,  

eT = tane(ωee. eT−1,ωe)                                                                                   (13) 

 ωee-RNN weight function, eT−1-Previous observations and ωe-Input event weight 

Step 4: Construct DRNN using hidden weight functions 

                                   Do match function DRNN(DoS) 

If ((miIE(Q)&&miEE(Q))==KDDDOS) 

Then set action as “Alert” 

Else action as “Allow” 

Step 5: Collect and store RNN observations as level-1 events 

Step 6: Call DARLH level -1 procedures (Algorithm 3) 

End  

 

Algorithm 4 illustrates DRNN and DARL combinations for detecting DoS attacks in 

honeypot. In this algorithm, DRNN is a level-1 DNN and DARL is a level-2 DNN. DRNN 

generates the decisions on DoS using KDD training sets and the rule based classifications. The 

events and results generated by DRNN are evaluated with the help of DARL IDS agent. Both 
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IDS agents are using KDD DoS features and real-time policy irregularities happen due to attacks. 

DRNN and DARL networks are trained themselves in each iteration of honeypot events. In 

addition, the dual DL techniques support for implementing complex attack analysis processes. 

Algorithm 4 describes the steps involved in DRNN and DARL networks to detect DoS attack 

detection. The proposed honeypot environment creates more complex DL techniques for 

enquiring both internal and external DoS attacks. In this regard, it deals with separate event 

queues in client and server units. In this proposed DARLH system, client machines are 

monitoring DoS events on both sides parallel. The event distribution and reward management 

functions are controlled by server units. This is a completely protected environment against DoS 

attacks. The next section describes implementation details and results produced for evaluating 

the performance of proposed system.  

4. Experimental setup And Results 

The proposed DARLH system is implemented with 10 server units and a generic database. Each 

server in honeypot controls 25 client machines. The proposed DARL and DRNN IDS agents are 

implemented in servers and clients. At the same time, event distribution model and client control 

principles are deployed at servers only. For detecting DoS attacks, the IDS agents run rule based 

classification procedures and signature mapping techniques. In this environment, the KDD’ 99 

dataset is deployed at serer points and clients points. Server points hold main dataset but client 

machines hold training datasets and test datasets. 

This experiment environment is built using Weka 3.0 and Python 3.7 tools. Weka 3.0 is used 

to pre-process the KDD’ 99 dataset. This removes unwanted data and missing data from original 

dataset. Python 3.7 is used to implement proposed DARLH techniques. The performance of 

proposed system is evaluated using metrics such as True Positive Rate, False Positive Rate, 
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Classification accuracy and error rate. This is evaluated for both internal and external DoS 

attacks. Then the results are compared with the existing schemes like, Game and Naïve Bayes 

Honeypot (GNBH), Block chain Honeypot (BCH) and RNN based Signature Generation and 

Detection (RNSG).  

GNBH technique uses game theoretical schemes and Naïve Bayes schemes for detecting DoS 

attacks in honeypot systems.  

This technique classifies and isolates DoS attack from the overall events. The ML techniques 

used in this work delivered significant outcomes but limited accuracy at dynamic situations of 

honeypot traffics. Moreover, the techniques are conventional tactics against runtime attacks like 

DoS. In the same manner, BCH is used to construct secure and distributed honeypot system. 

Block chain is an emerging technology used to provide authentic transaction in community 

networks. It uses complicated cryptography techniques to protect the data. This work used this 

technology for building protected honeypot systems. This method did not evaluate attack 

scenarios in the experimental setup. However, this system evaluated security aspects in the 

performance evaluation. 

RNSG was a DL based signature generation system to protect the network against attacks. A 

complicated signature pair provide more security in network transactions. The signature 

credentials were created using DRNN structures for detecting intrusions. This system used 

signature based pattern recognition techniques for intrusion detection. This system implemented 

signature generation and pattern recognition techniques using DRNN. This is an effective 

technique for detecting intrusion detection. Yet, it has limitations related to runtime dynamics 

such as traffic variations and parallel monitoring complications. 
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Figure 3 illustrates the comparison between the existing techniques and proposed DARLH 

system. In this figure, True Positive Rate is taken as measurement against number of attacks 

raised in honeypot. 

In this comparison, DARLH performs well than other existing systems. As DARLH 

maintains multi-level monitoring system (DARL and DRNN), it effectively detects DoS attacks. 

The other systems use only standard techniques against runtime DoS dynamics. In the existing 

systems, RNSG is only technique provides better true positive rate against higher rate of attacks. 

GNBH and BCH are delivering distorted performances against dynamic honey pot traffics.  

Figure 4 and 5 provide the details of internal and external circumstances. Figure 4 illustrates 

the details of internal and external DoS attacks injected into honey pot resources.  

In this figure, comparing to inter DoS injections external DoS injections are higher. Figure 5 

gives the honey pot utilization rates. In this proposed DARLH system, servers and clients are 

implemented to manage DoS monitoring tasks. In this monitoring process, external utilization 

rate is higher in both client and server units compared to internal rates. 

 

Figure 3: True Positive Rate 
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Figure 4: Internal and External DoS Attacks 

 

Figure 5: Honeypot Monitoring and Utilization Rate 

Figure 6 and 7 are providing the details of internal and external DoS detection rates. In this 

experiment, number of internal and external DoS attacks is increased between 100 and 600. In 

both cases, the proposed DARLH system detects the attacks effectively. Since it has individual 

event management queues, the events of honeypot are neatly distributed and monitored. In 

addition, both internal and external attacks are identified using appropriate authentication 

schemes. Comparing existing systems, RNSG is the technique provides closer performance rate 

to proposed DARLH system than other systems. The reason is RNSG is a kind of DL approach. 

In overall performance comparisons, the proposed DARLH system produces optimal and 

effective results against runtime attacks in honeypot systems [21, 22]. 
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Figure 6: Internal DoS Attack  

 

Figure 7: External DoS Attack  

5. Conclusion 

In this work, the proposed DARLH system was designed and implemented for detecting runtime 

DoS attack in honeypot environment. This proposed system developed secure event distribution 

techniques, server side monitoring techniques, DARL based level-1 DoS detection techniques, 

DARL and DRNN based level-2 DoS detection techniques. The techniques are implemented and 

compared with the existing techniques such as GNBH, BCH and RNSG. In this comparison, the 

proposed DARLH outperformed other techniques in all aspects against DoS attack. This work is 
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limited with single attack detection methodologies. This can be improved in future for multiple 

attack detection strategies.  
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